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Honorable Eugene Serpentelli
Judge, Superior Court of New Jersey
Ocean County Court House
Toms River, New Jersey 08754

Re: Urban League of Greater New Brunswick
vs. Township of Piscataway et al.

My dear Judge Serpentelli:

This office, representing the Township of Piscataway

in the above-captioned matter, is in receipt of a form of Order

prepared by Barbara Williams, Esq., representing the Plaintiff

Urban League (now Civic League) of Greater Nev; Brunswick.

Pursuant to the Rules of Court, the Defendant Township of

Piscataway hereby objects to the form of Order submitted for

the following specific reasons:

\ A. As to the first ordering paragraph, the Township

of Piscataway respectfully contends that no Order can restrain

any entity but the Township of Piscataway, unless those other

entities are designated as parties to the suit. While it is

clear that the Zoning Board and the Planning Board received
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• notice of the Plaintiff's application, and were represented by

counsel at the hearing, those entities are not parties to this

lawsuit, have participated in no prior proceedings in this cause oth'

than in connection with applications to restrain specific

developmental projects, and, therefore, their involvement in

this matter has been tangential, to say the least. Accordingly,

it is inappropriate to enter an Order applicable to any party

but for the Township of Piscataway in this proceeding. Further,

as to the first ordering paragraph, the Court did not require

that approvals granted pursuant to its Order shall refer

specifically to this Court proceeding and to the Order emanating

from the Court's ruling of two weeks ago. 4fc

B. With respect to the first two ordering paragraphs,

the Court was specifically invited to address the question of

indemnification of municipal employees (if memory serves, by

Michelle Donato, Esq., attorney for the Zoning Board of Adjustment

of the Township of Piscataway). The Court is well aware of

those provisions of the Municipal Land Use Law requiring that

applications filed with either the Zoning Board, Planning Board

or the Township Council, as the case may be, must be acted

upon within specific time frames. Unless this Court incorporates
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• within this Order a broad indemnification provision, the Township

Council, and all other Boards acting on developmental applica-

tions, as well as municipal employees ordinarily responsible

for designating applications as approved or disapproved, will

be subject to lawsuits by developers for failing to comply with

statutory guidelines. Unlike Judges, municipal non-judicial

employees and functionaries are not immune from damage suits

under 42 U.S.C. Section 1983 (see also 42 U.S.C. section 1988).

Accordingly, to the extent that the Court intends to sign an

Order imposing any restraints, the form of that Order should

include an indemnification provision.

C. While it is clear in my recollection that the

Court intended to restrain the Township from approving

developmental applications for those sites incorporated within

Ms. Lerman's November 10, 1984, report, the Court should note

that there are differences between those sites included in

that report and those sites deemed as appropriate in the earlier

version. While I will argue below that the concept of blanket

restraints in this circumstance is generally inappropriate, I

do not understand how, upon a brief review of the most recent

report, the Court can accept, prima facie, the conclusions contained

therein and reject the conclusions contained in the earlier

_"** report. No explanation has been provided as to why parcels
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included in the earlier report were dropped from the most recent.

This situation suggests approaching the subject of interim

restraints with substantial caution; it further suggests that

the Court may wish to reconsider its earlier conclusion

regarding the contents of the November 10, 1984, report.

D. With respect to the final ordering paragraph,

the Court most definitely did not impose upon all developers

a requirement to object within two days following receipt of the

Court's Order. The Court stated, after imposing upon the Town-

ship the obligation to serve copies of the Order on all affected

property-owners, that any developer might have leave to lift

restraints imposed upon two days' notice. The phraseology

of the final ordering paragraph suggests that developers may

be barred from objecting to the restraint unless they apply

to the Court within two days following receipt. This is an

impossible and impractical burden to impose on individuals

who have not received notice of the restraint and who cannot

be reasonably expected to marshall fair objection to the

restraints imposed in this most complex matter within 48 hours.

E. I also object to the Court's Order as to site 60

and the few small sites associated therewith. Site 60 consists

of a number of acres of diffuse ownership, small parcels being
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'. less than 10,000 square feet in size. If the Court will recall

site 60 was the subject of specific testimony by Mr. Nebenzahl

during the Trial; an exhibit was prepared delineating site 60

specifically because of its unique nature (I retain possession of

that exhibit with the consent of Mr. Gelber). The parcels constitu-

ting site 60 are non-contiguous and extend across an area at least

one mile in width. Interspersed throughout site 60 is a senior

citizens center, municipal park land, property utilized by the

Board of Education of the Township, by private owners and by the

municipality. From time to time the Township has sold isolated

small parcels from among its holdings to indivdiuals wishing to

expand their side yards or rear yards or wishing to construct 4fe

single homes. The impact of a restraint upon that site is out

of proportion to the potential utility of that site for the

purposes set forth by Plaintiff. This site demonstrates the

i inequity of a general restraint; numerous applications before this

:1 Court will be required by individuals who frequently cannot afford

those applications. Therefore, because of the unique nature and

disparate ownership of this site, site 60 ought to be excepted

from the restraint, or the restraint should not apply to the

development of parcels of one acre or less.*

The above concern for site 60 in no way suggests that the Townshi
acquiesces in the conclusions reached by Ms. Lerner as to any oth
site, or suggests that restraints as to any site in the Township
are appropriate.
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F. Lastly, and with all due respect to the Court, I

am concerned that the Court's Order may have resulted from an

erroneous view of the extent to which Piscataway Township has

rendered cooperation to the Court's expert. I wish to reiterate

that; no party to this action is served by delay; indeed, Piscataway

joined with at least one developer in open Court to request a

prompt decision with respect to that developer's parcel, and

Piscataway wishes to emphasize its concern that the Court render

its decision in this matter as quickly as possible. In light

of what I perceive to be an erroneous view by the Court, I would

urge the Court to reconsider the entry of the within Order,

keeping in mind the standard parameters for any injunctive relief,

the existing Orders of the Court dated May 7, 1984, June 26,

1984, and November 5, 1984, and recognizing that the Township

has in the past and will in the future provide adequate notice

of all developmental applications to Plaintiff. I continue to

urge upon this Court the argument that an insufficient showing

of irreparability has been presented before the Court to justify

the broad and unusual restraint encompassed within this Order,

especially on the basis that the Order was issued before

counsel had an opportunity to review the document forming the

basis for the Order.
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If Your Honor wishes to entertain argument with

respect to any of the matters raised herein, I will be pleased

to make myself available for such purpose at the Court's

earliest convenience.

% Respectfully and sincerely yours,

PHILLIE/LEWIS PALEY

PLP:pmm

cc: All attorneys on the attached list
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